Paramvir Singh

About Me: I am paramvir, graduated in 2015 in Computer Science. Right now I am working for
Jugnoo, Chandigarh as Backend developer.
Culture at IIT was the same as one would expect from a world class institution. It was vibrant
and happening one. Every day something or the other would be going on. There was so much
to do.... I improved on my football and played badminton. Was a part of marketing team of
Zeitgeist, our cultural fest?
Education at IIT has been the best of the quality. I met some very smart people at IIT and those
include my peers, seniors and professors.
Lab assignments were at par to that of top universities of US. Assignments allowed using our
theory and applying the learned concepts in the problems. Majority of the projects were team
based. So we gelled as one and finished them together. This particular skill is very important in
industry where you have to work in team.
There were regular guest Lectures organized by institution. Listening to guests exposed me to
the cutting edge technologies and best practices used in the industry.
Wide ranges of courses were part of the curriculum. Humanities courses allowed for honing my
communication skills. Also I developed an interest in Psychology thanks to Humanities courses.
There were many clubs. They regularly organized events. Besides in the clubs, seniors and peers
and even juniors all would come and share their knowledge. So there was a healthy exchange of
thoughts and ideas and of course knowledge.

Our institutions have got a very active Alumni network. They were always available for, be it
advice for how to prepare for interviews or be it helping in securing good colleges for higher
studies.
What I learnt at IIT has been of great help to me during my placement as well as after life of IIT.
Finally I would like to thank all the professors of IIT Ropar for being great mentors.
Overall it was best 4 years of my life here. I would cherish my time spent in IIT.

